Birds of a Feather Quiz
Match the wildlife vocabulary! Write the letter of the correct answer in the space provided before each statement.
1. __________ Any of the flat appendages growing from a bird's skin and forming its
plumage.
2. __________ The process by which animals that lay external eggs keep those eggs at
the proper temperature until they hatch.
3. __________ Animals with backbones.

4. __________ Living in trees.

5. __________ A warm-blooded egg-laying vertebrate distinguished by the possession
of feathers, wings, and a beak.
6. __________ A claw, especially one belonging to a bird of prey.

7. __________ A state of decreased physiological activity in an animal, usually by a
reduced body temperature and metabolic rate.
8. __________ Straightening and cleaning its feathers with its beak.

9. __________ These are diurnal and nocturnal birds of prey, such as eagles, hawks and
falcons.
10.__________ The regular movement of all or part of a bird population to and from an
area; usually refers to seasonal journeys.
A. feather

D. vertebrates

G. bird

B. raptors

E. torpor

H. migration

C. talon

F. incubate

I. arboreal

J. preening

Birds of a Feather Quiz Answers
Match the wildlife vocabulary! Write the letter of the correct answer in the space provided before each statement.

A.

1. __________ Any of the flat appendages growing from a bird's skin and forming its
plumage.

F.
The process by which animals that lay external eggs keep those eggs at
2. __________
the proper temperature until they hatch.
D.
3. __________ Animals with backbones.
I.

4. __________ Living in trees.

G.
5. __________ A warm-blooded egg-laying vertebrate distinguished by the possession
of feathers, wings, and a beak.
C. A claw, especially one belonging to a bird of prey.
6. __________
E.
7. __________ A state of decreased physiological activity in an animal, usually by a
reduced body temperature and metabolic rate.
J.
Straightening and cleaning its feathers with its beak.
8. __________
B.

9. __________ These are diurnal and nocturnal birds of prey, such as eagles, hawks and
falcons.

H.
10.__________ The regular movement of all or part of a bird population to and from an
area; usually refers to seasonal journeys.
A. feather

D. vertebrates

G. bird

B. raptors

E. torpor

H. migration

C. talon

F. incubate

I. arboreal

J. preening

